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Abstract
Carefully managing the presentation of self via technology
is a core practice on all modern social media platforms. Recently, selfies have emerged as a new, pervasive genre of identity performance. In many ways unique, selfies bring us fullcircle to Goffman—blending the online and offline selves together. In this paper, we take an empirical, Goffman-inspired
look at the phenomenon of selfies. We report a large-scale,
mixed-method analysis of the categories in which selfies appear on Instagram—an online community comprising over
400M people. Applying computer vision and network analysis techniques to 2.5M selfies, we present a typology of
emergent selfie categories which represent emphasized identity statements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
large-scale, empirical research on selfies. We conclude, contrary to common portrayals in the press, that selfies are really
quite ordinary: they project identity signals such as wealth,
health and physical attractiveness common to many online
media, and to offline life.

Introduction
Recently, a Thai photographer named Chompoo Baritone
unveiled a series of photos revealing the “messy reality we
usually crop from our social media shots” (Merelli 2015). In
one piece, we see a woman holding up a friend by her feet;
yet in the version shared to Instagram, the supportive friend
is cropped out, making it appear as if the subject does a
handstand by herself. In another, the Instagram photo shows
a Macbook surrounded by a few tasteful knick knacks; outside the view of the camera, however, we see that the room is
a mess, with clothes strewn everywhere and the bed unmade.
While clearly not meant as a comprehensive portrayal of
Instagram, the art project cleverly showcases a core practice underlying all social media platforms: carefully managing the presentation of self via technology (e.g., (Donath
and others 1999; Farnham and Churchill 2011; Newman et
al. 2011)). It is important, in part, because we make judgements of other people—sometimes quick ones (Sunnafrank
and Ramirez 2004)—based on these portrayals (Donath and
others 1999; Shami et al. 2009; Smith and Collins 2009).
The practice takes different forms on different platforms. On
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Facebook, we curate profile elements to draw a unique portrait of ourselves (i.e., our hometowns, the bands we like,
etc.) (Lampe, Ellison, and Steinfield 2007), in addition to
the identity work that goes on through status updates (Silfverberg, Liikkanen, and Lampinen 2011). On Twitter, we
may signal identity through the links we choose to share. On
Instagram, we portray the self we want to share (and perhaps
want to be) through the images we take. While at times this
practice may appear thoroughly contemporary, upon reflection we can see it everywhere in offline life as well—most
famously described in Erving Goffman’s The Presentation
of Self in Everyday Life (Goffman and others 1959). From
the clothes we choose to put on in the morning, to social
roles we inhabit when asked, we continually construct and
control the version of ourselves that others see. In Goffman’s
words, “the world, in truth, is a wedding,” with its concomitant costumes, rituals and roles—all acting to shape how others perceive us (Goffman and others 1959).
Amid this mix of online self-presentation practices, selfies
have emerged as a new, pervasive genre. The Oxford Dictionary’s “Word of the Year” in 2013 (Brumfield 2013), a
selfie is “a photograph that one has taken of oneself, typically taken with a smartphone or webcam and uploaded to a
social media website.” Unlike many earlier forms of identity
work, however, selfies are particularly “sociomaterial” (Svelander and Wiberg 2015) in that they emerge at the intersection of our social worlds (i.e., Instagram and similar sites)
and the unique affordances of a smartphone’s camera. Unlike cameras that came before it, with a smartphone’s front–
facing camera we can easily place ourselves in the frame,
thereby carefully crafting the contexts in which people see
and come to understand us. By placing ourselves, our bodies, in the photos we take and share via social media, we
come full-circle to Goffman, in some sense blending the online and offline selves together in this new practice.
In this paper, we adopt a Goffman-inspired perspective on
the phenomenon of selfies: we conduct a large-scale, mixedmethod analysis of the emphasized identity statement categories in which people take and post pictures of themselves
on Instagram—an online community with over 400 million
users (Instagram 2015). (Throughout this paper, we will refer to a selfie’s emphasized identity statement categories as
both the setting in which the person appears, as well as personal attributes present in the photo.) The primary contribu-

tion of this work is a typology of the emergent categories
in which people post selfies on Instagram—and by its exhaustiveness, the categories where selfies do not appear.
Specifically, we collected 2.5 million Instagram photos over
a three-month period with the associated tag #selfie. Applying computer vision techniques, we eliminated those photos that did not contain faces (surprisingly, nearly half did
not). Next, we applied a network analysis technique known
as community detection (Peixoto 2014) to uncover emergent
contexts as revealed by associations between tags. With this
approach, for example, we discovered a popular context centered around showing off luxury goods in a fashion setting,
comprising tags like #diamond, #armani and #king. Then,
we are able to infer (again, with computer vision) the distribution over age and gender by selfie context; we find, for example, that women are more likely to take selfies that project
a healthy lifestyle, but that men and women post travel selfies in equal numbers.
We believe this is the first empirical, scholarly work on
selfies, and among the first in a new thread of social multimedia scholarship (e.g, (Abdullah et al. 2015; Bakhshi,
Shamma, and Gilbert 2014)). We see the implications of
our work as speaking to social media research, but also a
long lineage of identity-centric social science. This work
primarily addresses the “What?” and “Who?” questions surrounding selfies; however, it may enable others to answer
the “How?”, “Where?”, and “Why?” questions raised by this
study.

Literature Review
Next, we explore the related literature informing the present
work, centered around Identity and Instagram. The former
provides greater theoretical depth for interpreting our findings, while the latter concentrates on contemporary work
profiling and examining Instagram, as well as similar photosharing social network sites.

Identity, Online and Offline
As discussed above, Goffman’s self-presentation work
forms the central axis around which much of this work revolves (Goffman and others 1959). While it is impossible to
summarize all the claims made in The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life, one the most central and relevant is the idea
that people inhabit roles (much as if they were performers
in a play), and ask that others believe those portrayals. In
a well-known passage, Goffman defines the materials and
methods used to construct these portrayals, known as the
“front:”
That part of individual’s performance which regularly
functions in a general and fixed fashion to define the
situation for those who observe the performance. Front,
then, is the expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionally or unwittingly employed by the individual
during his performance. (p. 22)
Here, Goffman works to set up the dramatic metaphor
structuring his work: there are settings (props, locations,
scenery), clothes, and appearances that function within the
scene being acted out. For the purposes of this work, we

might ask ourselves: What “expressive equipment” do Instagram users have at their disposal when they post selfies? Elements such as the bounding box of the camera’s viewport,
the location from which they post the photo (perhaps GPS
tagged), the clothes in which they appear (or, some cases,
those clothes they choose to leave off), attributes of the body
given particular prominence (i.e., tattoos, duck face, etc.),
all spring to mind. An essential idea inherited here from
Goffman is that people willfully and purposefully control
and craft these elements; we make heavy use of these ideas
in both the construction of our dataset (i.e., what tags we
choose to include) and in the interpretation of our findings.
It is important to point out that Goffman has been hugely
influential in social computing, and HCI more broadly. At
the time of this writing, for instance, more than 400 articles from SIGCHI-related conferences invoke Goffman
(by name) to somehow inform their work1 . A necessarily
brief tour, Goffman’s concepts of identity work have informed scholarship ranging from expertise location (Shami
et al. 2009), to identity fragmented across multiple platforms (Farnham and Churchill 2011), to health informationseeking behavior (Newman et al. 2011).
The present work builds on this thread. It is an empiricist’s take on selfies through the lens of Goffman: we seek
to understand, quantitatively and at large-scale, the contexts
in which people portray the characters they want to be.
Signalling Theory. Given that people so carefully architect
their identities in both offline and online settings, we must
assume that they sometimes lie. But how often and about
what? The core idea of signalling theory is that identity signals are differentially costly to fake, and therefore differentially reliable (Donath and others 1999). This is most easily
grasped through an example. In Donath’s work, for instance,
she discusses that goal of signalling oneself as a strong
person. Which signal most convincingly demonstrates that:
wearing a Gold’s Gym t-shirt, or lifting something heavy?
Clearly, the latter costs more to perform (i.e., all the time
required in the gym beforehand), and is therefore more reliable. The former is, by comparison, much easier to fake.
In the context of the present work, signalling theory might
inform how we reason about the emergent categories in
which we find selfies. For example, assuming that a person
wants to project wealth, which signal is more reliable: the
photo taken inside a Lexus, or the one taken standing next
to it? Clearly the former, as anyone could walk up to a car
in a parking lot and pose with it. We will invoke some of the
concepts as we interpret the categories we discover.

Instagram
Next, we turn to reviewing the emerging body of work looking at Instagram from multiple angles. The photo-sharing
social network site Instagram, which has grown to over
400M users (Instagram 2015), is the subject of a number
of studies looking at social network structure. For example, there is significant spatial and temporal data available
on Instagram that can be analyzed in order to create profiles
1
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of the habits, culture, points of interest, and photographic
trends of a given area (Hochman and Manovich 2013;
Hochman and Schwartz 2012; Silva et al. 2013) or to determine the strength of offline social group ties (Scellato et al.
2011). On a smaller scale, observing the patterns of individual users provides insight into why people use Instagram. As
might be expected from such a large online community, Instagram usage can vary greatly across demographic groups:
for example, teenagers are more likely to post a selfie than
adults (Jang et al. 2015). Despite these differences, it is possible to create generalized types of users by clustering posts
into categories including fashion and food (Hu et al. 2014).
Particularly relevant to work presented here, the presence of a face in an Instagram photo dramatically increases
its likelihood of receiving likes and comments: posts with
faces see a boost of more than 38% and 32% percent
for likes and comments respectively (Bakhshi, Shamma,
and Gilbert 2014). Selfiecity, one of the few existing
projects to look at selfies, is an Instagram selfie visualization project (Manovich et al. 2014). It collected Instagram photos from six major cities across the world, analyzed various attributes of selfie posts—including demographics, pose, features, and mood. The selfie has also been
used as a tool for personality prediction (Qiu et al. 2015;
Guntuku et al. 2015).
To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first
empirical research on selfies, and serves to broaden what we
know about practices on Instagram.

Methods and Data
For this study, we are concerned with finding what identity statements users are emphasizing through the medium of
selfies. Once these identity statement categories are discovered, we also work to evaluate the believability of the performances in each category. Thus we structure our methodology to first empirically discover the high-level selfie categories and then design a study to evaluate the perceptions
surrounding those categories.
To begin this section, we will first describe the data we
collected from Instagram, how we detected age and gender
information, and how we constructed a typology of selfies
(see Figure 2 for an overview). For the purposes of this paper, we define a selfie as an image tagged #selfie that also
contains at least one human face. Note that it is not a per-

Figure 1: Example of how we construct our variables from
the facial recognition from Face++. Image: c b d Kyla
Heineman on Flickr.

fect sample—as certainly many actual selfies do not carry
the #selfie tag—but this seemed to us a reasonable tradeoff
given the constraints of the Instagram and computer vision
APIs (e.g., search, rate limits). Finally, we distinguish between the traditional selfie, which contains only one face,
and the group selfie, which contains two or more faces.
We chose Instagram as the site of study for three reasons:
first because of its widespread, cross-cultural usage; second,
its large collection of selfies (as of writing this paper, Instagram reports over 200 million posts tagged #selfie); and
third, unlike many other photo-sharing sites, Instagram has
a publicly available, documented API.

Data Collection
Over a period of three months, we scraped roughly 2.5 million public posts from Instagram that had been tagged by
the user as #selfie. For this study, we only consider images
that are posted publicly and do not consider videos. In our
dataset for this study, a post contains an image URL and
an associate tag-list. However, we also collected additional
information concerning each post such as user profile information, date of post, and if available, the GPS information
of the post.
The data represents posts from the following 12 days:
June 29–30, July 5–7, and July 11–17. Collection was
restarted 4 different times through out the process to collect a larger variety of data that includes all weekdays and
weekends. It is important to note that the following holidays occurred during data collection and were specifically
mentioned in the dataset: Ramadan (June 18–July 17) and
American Independence Day (July 4).

Facial Recognition
After we collected the dataset, we examined the posts collected and noticed that a high number of posts contained
spam-related images (such as blank images, or images with
text asking for followers). Thus we filtered the dataset automatically using facial recognition and removed posts from
the dataset that did not contain at-least one face.
Facial recognition from images is a widely studied topic
in computer vision (Zhu and Ramanan 2012). The current
state of the art in facial recognition demonstrates high accuracy and is known to even exceed human performance on
similar tasks (Lu and Tang 2014). Facial recognition problems are constructed as follows: given an image of a scene,
identify if the image contains a face - and if it does, where
the face is positioned within the image.
We used the publicly available API developed by Face++,
a cloud-based facial recognition system, to first filter out images collected that do not contain a face. Given the popularity of the tag #selfie, part of the dataset represents spam posts
(e.g., images of text asking for followers or likes, images of
products for sale, etc.) or unrelated images (e.g., images of
just pets, pictures of body parts, etc.). Our dataset is too large
to manually filter out non-selfies; thus, Face++ provides us
a highly accurate and feasible alternative for filtering.
Face++ provides a service that accepts the URL of an Instagram photo, and returns whether or not the photo contains a face, and if so, information concerning the number of

Figure 2: An overview of the steps taken to collect, process, and analyze the data used in this work.

faces in the photo, demographic information of the individuals in the photos, and the position and size of each face in the
image. Face++ reports a 99.5% accuracy on an established
facial recognition benchmark (Zhou, Cao, and Yin 2015);
this accuracy is further supported by the results in (Bakhshi,
Shamma, and Gilbert 2014), which reports a 97% +/- 5%
accuracy on similar Instagram photos.
For the images in the dataset which contain faces, we
quantify the demographic and facial results from Face++
into a binary feature vector concerning the gender, age
group, and type of post. We discretize the age ranges as
younger than 18 (Minor), 18-35 (Young Adult), and 35 or
higher (Adult), the gender as male or female, and the post
type as selfie or group selfie. We also extract information
regarding the percentage of the image each face occupies
(this is represented as a percentage of pixels within the image frame that represents the face). An example of how we
constructed these variables can be seen in Figure 1.

Network Construction and Clustering
We approached the problem of quantitatively detecting selfie
contexts as a community detection or network clustering
problem. Community detection problems are typically formulated as follows: given a network (represented with a set
a nodes and a list of edges that form between pairs of nodes),
divide the nodes into groupings where the edges within a
grouping are much denser than edges between groupings.
We hypothesized that the groupings would correspond to
identity contexts related to selfies, something we verify and
present later in this section. By modeling the relationships
between the tags, we can cluster the tags based on cooccurrence and thus discover the identity contexts within the
data itself related to the term selfie.
For our purposes, we represent the filtered dataset as a tagrelationship network where each node is a unique tag (not
including the tag #selfie, which is part of every image) and
each edge represents a co-occurrence relationship between
two tags. We define two tags as co-occurring if both appear
in the tag list for the same image. The edges in the network
are weighted by the Jaccard Coefficient, a metric used to
measure the association between two tags (Frakes 1992).
Once constructed, the network models 999,901 unique
tags and 29 million relationships between them. To reduce
noise, we filter the network and remove nodes that represent
tags used in 10 or fewer posts. This reduces the network

to 64,782 unique tags and 13 million tag relationships. As
noted before parenthetically, we also remove the node associated to the tag #selfie so that the underlying structure can
be detected.
We then cluster the network using a variant of the community detection called the stochastic blockmodel method
(Peixoto 2014) to detect the underlying community structure. This results in 489 clusters spanning a variety of topics such as weightlifting, drug usage, and fashion. We chose
the stochastic blockmodel because this particular model allowed us to find groupings of arbitrary size and number. This
method, using likelihood estimation, discovers the number
of groupings from the data, and thus we did not have to specify the total number of groupings beforehand, an important
methodological advantage.

Cluster Curation and Evaluation
Our overarching goal in this paper is to investigate how people project an identity online through the medium of selfies.
However due to the widespread usage of #selfie on Instagram, posts returned to us in this dataset were highly noisy.
Even if the photo contained a face, the image might be a
meme or an advertisement for a product.
We also discovered that the communities detected by the
algorithm sometimes represented smaller niche communities. For example, one cluster had the following tags: #muscles, #beast, #dedication, #bodybuilding. Whereas another
separate cluster had the following tags: #interval, #running,
#instarun. The first cluster uses tags discussing bodybuilding and the other running. Despite their similarity, these two
clusters are returned to us as separate because those two
clusters represent different communities on Instagram that
use different language. However, at a global level both do
concern the same overarching theme of fitness.
Thus we turn to using qualitative coding processes to
overcome the algorithmic shortcomings of the automatic
clustering and filtering processes.
To do this, we first began by using a process refereed to
as inductive, open coding. Two researchers went through the
clusters and through an iterative process generated a list of
category labels that represent high level behavior patterns.
Initially, we discovered 33 different categories - however
due to the high amount of overlap between the categories
we iteratively paired down that list to the 16 categories presented in the results section.

One of these 16 categories represented clusters to be filtered from the dataset. Given the framework through which
we are analyzing theses contexts, we filtered out clusters that
do not concern identity or behavior characteristics. These filtered clusters comprised spam related tags - such as those relating to follower and like requests. Unfortunately due to the
language restrictions of the researchers in this study, we also
filtered out clusters with primarily non-English tags. The filtered clusters comprised 17.15% of the dataset.
Once the codebook was established, two volunteers separately and independently coded the dataset into these 16
categories where the first category represented clusters to be
filtered from the dataset. These two researchers established a
Cohen’s κ of 79.16%, regarded as high agreement in the social sciences literature (Viera, Garrett, and others 2005). We
used a third researcher to break ties. Results from this process can been seen in Figure 3, which visualizes the emphasized identity statements along with representative clusters.
With the spam related cluster removed, the dataset consisted
of close to 1.4 million images.

Assigning Cluster Membership
Once the clusters are established, we classify each post in
the dataset as belonging to a particular cluster (as tags belong to clusters, not posts). To do this, we use the tag list
accompanying a post and allow each tag in the list to vote
for membership to a particular cluster. The post is then assigned to the cluster with the highest number of votes. In the
cases of ties between clusters, a final label is assigned from
the list of ties randomly. The demographic information about
each post is then summarized at the cluster level - results of
which can be seen in Table 1.

Results
In this section we highlight all the emphasized identity statements made through selfies as well as analyze the reliability
of each of these signals. As part of the analysis we present a
table of corresponding demographic information (Table 1).
This demographic information helps identify various aspects
of the personal front shown in a selfie in a typical context.
Our results in this section answers the what identity statements individuals make online through the medium of selfies. We use the framework established by Goffman for our
analysis in this section.
We discover 15 emphasized identity statement categories
of selfies, which we will now give a high level overview of.
Examples of the clusters that form these categories can be
best seen in Figure 3 The Appearances category contains
posts concerning physical appearance of an individual, the
clothing and decoration they chose to wear, and outward descriptions of an individuals status and wealth. The Social
category describes posts concerning social events and interacting with friends, family, significant others, and pets.
The Health & Fitness category describes aspects of maintaining overall personal health such as weight loss, positive
mental attitude, fitness, and healthy diet. Ethnicity concerns
posts describing the person’s ethnic or national identity. The
Travel category concerns posts about travel related activities and locations a person is traveling in. Hobbies refers

to hobby and pastime related posts including gaming, cosplay, art, music, and motorcycles. The Teen/Young Adult category refers to posts concerning issues specific teenagers
and young adults as well as specific mentions of the age
group. The Food category contains posts referring to specific food items. Gender & Sexuality contains posts describing one’s gender identity or posts concerning expressions of
sexual orientation. The Celebrity & Entertainment Industry
describes posts relating to those who work in the entertainment industry as well as those who are fans of members of
the industry. Drugs refers to posts about drug usage especially concerning marijuana usage. The Japanophile category refers to posts talking about the sub–culture (this sub–
culture is also sometime referred to within the community
as the otaku sub–culture). Similarly the Alternative Culture
posts refer to the alternative sub-cultures including goth and
punk. Finally, the Work category contains posts taken in the
work environment.
From the demographic information, we can see that in our
dataset, selfies are posted primarily by young adult women.
Though this is influenced heavily by the demographics of Instagram itself which from a recent Pew Internet study found
that the majority of users were between the ages of 18-19
and that the percentage of women outnumbered men (Duggan 2015).
Though it is important to note that our reported demographic information is limited to reporting binary genders
since it uses the facial characteristics to report gender. In our
findings, the gender and sexuality category deals with clusters associated with gender and sexual identity as well as activism thereof (#prideparade, #pansexualpride, #translivesmatter). This includes clusters concerning gender minorities
(#trans, #nonbinary, #genderfluid, #agender) which means
that our reported demographics for this category are inaccurate.
Four categories had especially high number of selfies (between 81% and 85%) as compared to other context families
- indicating that posts primarily concern the poster them-self
versus a group of individuals. These categories were Alternative Culture, Gender & Sexuality, Japanophile, and Hobbies.
By and large, the appearance category represented the
largest emphasis for an identity statements, comprising
51.75% of posts in the dataset. This perhaps is not surprising given that a persons face represents the focus point
of most of the images in the dataset, and thus the appearance of the face would therefore be a strong focal point for
making identity statements. This is further supported by the
idea that appearance is major part of a performance according to Goffman who refers to these aspects as the personal
front (Goffman and others 1959). We also see as part of this
personal front, users posing and drawing attention to luxury brands (#armani, #alexandermcqueen, #maccosmetics,
#revlon, #sephora, #loreal) as a way of establishing rank and
prestige (see Figure 4 for examples).
The appearance category also introduces a specific selfie
posing behavior pattern referred to as ”carfies” or selfies
taken inside of a car, typically in the driver’s seat. Examples of posts from these contexts can been seen in Figure 5.

Figure 3: Hierarchy diagrams of each of the context families in the dataset, with their underlying contexts and three top tags.

Age

Identity Emphasis
Appearance (51.75%)
Social (14.38%)
Ethnicity (12.78%)
Travel (7.16%)
Health & Fitness (5.23%)
Hobbies (2.89%)
Gender & Sexuality (2.40%)
Teen + Young Adult (1.14%)
Celebrity & Entertainment Industry (0.72%)
Alternative Culture (0.68%)
Food (0.43%)
Religion (0.19%)
Drugs (0.14%)
Work (0.06%)
Japanophile (0.03%)

Gender

<18

18-35

35+

Male

Female

30.29%
31.95%
33.77%
23.32%
23.66%
27.95%
18.22%
42.92%
28.47%
34.80%
33.24%
28.71%
25.48%
20.76%
45.93%

58.88%
55.95%
55.40%
57.23%
60.49%
56.86%
66.10%
49.92%
59.52%
56.75%
54.80%
56.53%
60.06%
59.98%
48.64%

10.83%
12.52%
11.83%
19.45%
15.85%
15.19%
15.68%
7.16%
12.00%
8.44%
11.92%
14.75%
13.56%
12.26%
5.43%

33.43%
38.32%
33.38%
43.75%
45.78%
46.56%
68.84%
34.18%
42.72%
31.77%
37.80%
44.42%
46.63%
45.70%
17.75%

66.57%
61.68%
60.62%
56.23%
54.22%
53.44%
31.16%
65.82%
57.28%
68.23%
62.20%
55.58%
53.37%
54.30%
82.25%

Facial Area
6.40%
5.69%
5.31%
5.67%
5.70%
5.16%
7.59%
6.33%
4.86%
9.18%
4.97%
4.55%
8.40%
5.96%
8.20%

Table 1: Demographic information for all categories for emphasized identity characteristics - listed in order of size

Figure 4: Examples tagged with luxury brands, such as #armani.

This perhaps represents a common performance in this category the purpose of which is to give off a candid impression
so that these performances (despite their posed nature) represent an effortless slice-of-life shot.

Figure 5: Examples tagged #carfie.

Despite many of the selfies being used to document everyday life, we also see selfie being used for the purposes of
activism and awareness. As mentioned earlier, the Gender &
Sexuality category features posts discussing awareness and
activism concerning issues facing gender minorities.
Different clusters also show other posing behavior patterns including the mirror selfie - categories such as Health
& Fitness and Fashion with low average facial area typically represent categories where mirror selfies are particularly popular (see Figure 6. Perhaps because these context
represent contexts in which a person might want to show off
more of their body.

Figure 6: Examples of fitness related mirror selfies

Discussion
In this paper, we apply Goffman-inspired empiricism on
the phenomenon of selfies. With this approach, we discover the following 15 emphasized identity statement categories of selfies: Appearances, Social, Health & Fitness,
Ethnicity, Travel, Hobbies, Teen/Young Adult, Food, Gender & Sexuality, Celebrity & Entertainment Industry, Drugs,
Japanophile, Alternative Culture, and Work. Overall, people tended to post more ’solo’ selfies in these contexts over
group selfies. More women post selfies than men, and most
selfies are posted by young adults between the ages of 18-35.
Again, all of these demographic features are inferred with
computer vision, an imperfect but now reliable tactic.
We also find that the overwhelming majority of tags used
alongside #selfie are positive, with the few negative tags
(#suicide, #lonely, #sad). This seems to indicate that users
are unlikely to post selfies concerning personal struggles and
failures, but instead post the positive outcome after the fact.
For example, you don’t see a fitness related selfie of a person failing to lift a heavy weight—instead you see a selfie
later on of that person either lifting that weight once they
succeed, or a selfie of the muscles that person has gained
once succeeding. As Goffman would predict, people want to
appear effortlessly happy, healthy, and successful rather than
showcasing the intermediate stages or the failures that had
to occur to achieve that lifestyle, position, or appearance.

Distribution Over Contexts
The largest of these context families is appearances (52% of
posts), and is more than double the size of the next largest,
Social. As mentioned earlier, this category represents posts
about personal appearance, fashion, style, and status. The
clear popularity of this category seems to indicate that users
posting selfies try to construct an identity that appears attractive, fashionable, wealthy, and/or important. This category
is popular among bloggers, who would use this category to
showcase their competence in the fashion and beauty industry.
The least popular context families in this dataset (representing 1% or less of the posts) are food, religion, drugs,
work, and japanophile. Perhaps the most surprising is the
relative unpopularity of food-related selfies despite tags such
as #food, #foodporn, and #foodie representing nearly the
same number of posts as #selfie (Instagram reports roughly
200 million posts tagged #selfie and 150M tagged #food as
of time of writing). There are two explanations for this: first,
the mechanics of taking a selfie while eating would be difficult given that the hands would be occupied by utensils,
making holding a phone while eating difficult. However, as
demonstrated earlier, posts in this category tend to have the
individual posing with the food or leaving the food in the
background. This seems to suggest that instead, the act of
eating is a less popular context in which to take a selfie—
perhaps because the act of eating is a less flattering context to appear in versus appearing with manicured food, or
among friends in a social context.

Gender
Our data paints a very traditional portrait of gender roles.
Men tend to post in clusters concerning activities (Hobbies
- especially concerning bikes and gaming- and Fitness) over
personal appearances and fashion. Though the Appearance
category also contains posts concerning male facial hair the number of posts concerning facial hair is much smaller
compared to the other tag clusters in the appearance category. This seems to indicate that men post selfies the most in
categories that signal strength and skill, both traits typically
associated with masculinity and being a viable mate (Donath
and others 1999).
Women, on the other hand, dominate categories concerning personal appearances, fashion, and health. Many of these
categories emphasize aspects of a person’s appearance that
indicates good health and attractiveness. For example, the
appearance - especially concerning clusters about hair and
makeup- category is the most popular category in which
women post. Hairstyles have strong implications towards
how healthy an individual appears (Mesko and Bereczkei
2004). Both sexes post equally to the status, travel, and work
categories, all of which relate towards signaling status and
wealth.

Activism in Selfies
Despite the reputation of selfies being associated with narcissism (Gregorie 2015), we see a few instances in our

dataset of selfies being used as way to make personalized activist statements. Especially in the Gender & Sexuality category, we found images associated with tags related to social
movements and political ideology as well as tags relating
to issues concerning minority groups. This usage case highlights the idea that you can be your own face of your ideals
and that selfies help to facilitate this.
We also saw in the Health & Fitness category, users posting selfies about their struggles with both physical and mental illness. More specifically users were posting the selfies as
a way to one acknowledge the existence of the illnesses and
to combat the stigmas that surround them. By depicting their
face alongside mentions of their struggles, they highlight the
humanness in their struggles.
Instead of these ideals and issues being talked about in
a nebulous way, through selfies the ideas are instead tied
to a person and their identity. Selfies reveal the human aspects behind the activism as well as acknowledging underrepresentation of certain groups in a way that highlight’s
their humanness.

Pics or It Didn’t Happen
Across all the selfie contexts, selfies typically contained
more than just faces in the images (as evidenced by the fact
that less 10% of the photo contained the face). Overall, the
images were posed so as to contain props and backgrounds
that visually related to the tag list. This indicated that it is not
enough to simply tag a photo with an attribute for an audience to believe that you have that attribute - instead you need
photographic evidence to support your claims. This strategy
invokes the Internet saying “pics or it didnt happen” - which
is to say that selfies serve as photographic evidence for a
persons behavior or interests.

Figure 7: Examples of Social selfies

Figure 8: Examples of Travel selfies
For example, In the Travel category users often pose in
such away that their face occupies are small region of the
image, giving the background a larger prominence in the image. This allows the user to show off the location where the

person is at and gives viewers more of the background to
be able to recognize the location (see Figure 8 for examples). This also means that the background serves as a prop
to prove the authenticity of the selfie. And in the Social category (see Figure 7), we see a pattern of photos featuring
more than one person in the shot. These seems to indicate
that the most believable way to indicate that you are social
is to take a photo with another person or a pet.Thus, a strategy users should employ for identity management is to place
themselves in a photo with supportive props and settings.

Missing Contexts

Conclusion
In this work, we present selfies as a new genre of identity
performance which blends the offline and online selves. Using mixed-method analysis on 2.5 million selfies, we report
a typology of emergent selfie categories which represent emphasized identity statements. By answering the “what?” and
“who?” questions concerning selfie behaviors through our
exhaustive typology, we envision our work enabling future
research to answer the “how?”, “where?”, and “why?”. We
will give a brief overview of possible future questions in
these veins below.

Evaluation Audience Impressions

By taking such a large-scale perspective in this work, we
can also discuss what contexts we do not see in this dataset.
This is particularly timely, as the selfie frequently finds itself maligned. As mentioned earlier, one category we do not
see is unflattering posts or posts that depict personal failure. Despite mentions of the “ugly selfie” in popular media outlets (Bennett 2014), we found that users overwhelmingly attempt to appear attractive over appearing intentionally unattractive. It seems selfies follow conventional beauty
standards, with individuals wishing to appear fashionable,
clean, and put-together—even in the selfies tagged #ijustwokeuplikethis.
Contrary to the way the press often portrays selfies, the
overwhelming majority of selfies were typically taken in
“appropriate” settings. We didn’t find, for example, funeral
selfies (Post 2013) or divorce selfies (Dewey 2015). Which
is to say, selfies are in general quite ordinary—depicting everyday life rather than the ridiculous and the improbable.

Limitations
It is important to note the limitations in our data and results.
We will first highlight the limitations within our dataset
and then move towards the limitations of the methodology.
As mentioned earlier, we collected posts that were tagged
#selfie from Instagram. Due to the API limitations set by
Instagram, this seemed a reasonable trade-off to get a large
sample of selfie images. Our data also comes from Instagram only, which means we may miss selfie categories that
might be present on another platform. The images we collected were public only; thus there may be additional selfie
behaviors that might differ if the user shares the photo privately to a small group of friends.
Since we used computer vision to infer the age and gender information from the facial characteristics, our demographic information report is not 100% accurate. Though
the margin of error is quite small, there certainly are missclassifications. We know for certain that there exists missclassifications for non-binary gendered individuals since the
algorithm we used can only infer binary genders. Despite filtering our spam tags and non-face images, the final dataset
still contains some spam posts. This can occur for a number
of reason including that memes and ads often have faces in
them.

Using the Goffman framework, we evaluated the expressions given in the performance. In future work, perhaps we
can evaluate the expressions given off - which is to say “how
are these selfies in each category being perceived by the audience?”. To what degree are these performances believed
by the audience? And are there selfie categories that are inherently more believable to their audience than others?

Examining Temporal Patterns
In this work, we examined each selfie individually, which
provides a first impression of the person in the selfie. How
might looking into all a user’s selfies effect these impressions? Do the type of selfies or number of selfies effect the
audience’s impressions of the person? How might the audience’s impression change after subsequent viewings of the
same selfie?

Examining Geographic Patterns
Our dataset includes the GPS coordinates where some of the
photos were taken. Future work can look at the geographic
patterns of selfie posting to look for cultural influences on
the performances. For example, are there selfie categories
established in this paper that are posted in certain locations
over others?
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